Opening thought:
Excited yet?! I hope so, because once we
understand this portion, it will paint a much
clearer picture of the latter day prophecy’s,
and yet another great battle over Yahshra’el
and the Set-Apart land of Yahrusalem. Once
again PLEASE study! I want this study to be
an eye opener so that in these last days we
are not over taken because of our ignorance.
Messiah told us as did the Apostles did to
study, but YHWH speaks well of us when HE
says “My people are destroyed for a lack of
Knowledge”. Let’s Listen to ABBA as we will
be held accountable.
Style:
In part three I will make this a easy read, I will do this part without the Hebrew names and translations,
because I know that some of you are new to the Hebrew language. I do not want it confuse this very
important part, and I pray it will help you in your understanding of this portion of our study.

The Return of the Nephilim Part III

So, who were these Titans, Demi-gods & Mighty Men of
Old?... It seems that in every language and in every
culture we see stories of these gods. As far back as
history records we hear of these Creatures and these
Giants, but modern culture would like us to dismiss them
as legend, while at the same time glorifying their stories
as to not let us forget what they don’t want us to believe
in…. HUH?! Yes I said wrote that right. They don’t want
us to believe in the so called legends, but they work hard
to keep them in our face! From Movies like Avatar (which
by the way does mean fallen ones) to the Clash of the
Titans and countless of fallen angel and UFO movies…
Not to mention all the demon possessed movies you can
handle. They keep us busy with these images and also
make it clear in these movies that the Ben Adam are the
ones to blame for all the universes mishaps because of

their lusts for power, wealth and technology. Hmm… sounds
like a classic case of bait and switch to me! Also I think THE
POWERS THAT BE are doing a great job of not accurately
reporting there history in our history books, but they do
excellent job with truth telling when they can invade your
eye, ear and mind gates when they take your $30 and have
your undivided trans like attention at the theaters… (but I’ll
save that for another study)!
But let’s talk about American History here for a second.
For example, one of the all time American Greats is a man by the name of Buffalo Bill, who’s real name
was William Cody. In a 1920 auto biography he wrote…
“While we were standing in the sand hills, scouting the
Niobrara country, the Pawnee Indians brought into the
camp some very large bones. One of which the surgeon
of the expedition pronounces to be the thigh bone of a
human being. The Indians said those bones were a race
of people long ago had lived in the country. They said
these people were three times the size of a man of the
present day, that they were so swift and strong that they
could run by the side of a buffalo and taking the animal in
one arm could tear a leg and eat it as they ran”. Colonel
WmF Cody 1920.
Hard to believe you say?!... Just remember we are the
Believers in Scripture… If we can’t accept truths like this, how do we begin to minister to people
regarding the truth of scripture? Now I’m saying to believe in these thing because the scriptures to are
hard to believe, but what I am saying is to please look at all the parallels as we see this over and over in
every culture in History.
That Particular story reminds me of 1st Samuel 5-6 and what we see it said of Goliath when speaking of
this sequence in the Jewish Midrash, it claims he tossed the Ark of the covenant over his shoulder with
one arm. ( NOTE:*Read facts about the Ark of the Covenant and you will see it’s weight was equal to a
small car).
Now let’s go back to History and let’s see how it’s seems as if some are distorting it for reasons deeper
then we’re led to believe. Since we already speaking of Indians… FACT: do you know that the real reason
they lift there arms when they met new people?... let me recreate the scenario : Remember in the
movies when the cowboy and the Indians would 1st meet and the Indian raised his arm and said How or
Hi?…. “LIES”!!! First of all the Indians were not the only ones doing this! Secon, the reason why they did
it was to see if the person had Six fingers! That’s right… I said SIX Fingers! Sounds like scripture huh?...
Didn’t Goliath have six fingers and six toes. Well if you know History, all of Goliaths brothers who were

Giants as well had Six Fingers and Six toes… As a Matter of fact so did OG King of Bashan who’s bed is
reported to have 16 feet long by 8 ft wide. Also the RAPHAIM ( which by the way means the walking
Dead, who happened to be Giants.) More on that later… But they had six fingers and six toes… the
EMIM, HORIM, ZAMSUMMIM and the ANAKIM All had six fingers and six toes!

(HINT): For all you Scripture Scholars… Aren’t
these same GIANTS who Joshua failed to destroy
when YHWH told him to kill every man, woman and
child?! (We will return to that topic later)!
Also: Isn’t it funny that funny that the Avatar Giants
in the Movie recently released also had six fingers &
six toes?.. Coincidence?... NOT!!!... lol
In our First two studies, we have learned by the
witness of more than two or three places in
scriptures that the fallen Angels tried to interrupt
YHWH’s plan for salvation by infiltrating His chosen
seed. In Genesis 6:4 It says, they “The Nephilim”
were in the earth in those days and also after that. I
say AGAIN… (And also after that.) The Nephilim
were not eradicated from earth because of the flood.
Scriptures hints to us that the wife of Ham was from this Nephilim line. We see evidence of this when
we study his grandson NIMROD. NIMROD had these physical characteristics and was literally the 1st
world Dictator and tried to build a Tower that would reach the heavens to that he could do battle with
YHWH. ( I will show you later on it was far more than just a tower.)
NIMROD’s Central command of his Kingdom was located in Babylon or modern day Iraq. This is the
same place being made famous today by a man name of Alaxander Stichen who is a scholar and
professional historian of the Sumerian culture. He is responsible for the rise of interest in the Sumerian
culture and Books on the ANNUNAKI and the return of planet NIBIRU.
Well in case you didn’t know this Sumerian
history dates back to NIMRODS time. Stichen
one of the world’s leading linguist in the
ancient Sumerian writings tells us in the
Sumerian texts that they were Giants in the
earth who were known as the gods. They
were called ANNUNAKI.
ANNUNAKI are of those who from Heaven to
earth came. They were supper giants who
taught men all sorts of technology. If we pay

close attention to thier history we see no difference in what scripture shows us, but we have know what
we’re looking for!
NIMROD himself was doing and building, and teaching men all sort of technology. NOTE: Don’t think for
one second nimrod was a dumb old cave man like the world of science wants us to believe. NIMROD
had every intention of building a tower that would reach heaven! (but more on that later!) We see
everything that History claims is found in the pages of Scripture. Too often other documents take the
credit of what Scripture already spoke of, as if the Scripture did not mention it. If we read the BOOK of
Enoch, which I believe should rightly be in scripture. We see Enoch speaking of all this in great detail.
Enoch not only describes who these ANNUNAKI a.k.a Fallen Angels were, but goes on to say why they
did what they did. As a matter of fact I believe Enoch fills in the gaps of the Genesis account better than
any other ancient text. It should also be noted Enoch lived very near to where the History of ANNUNAKI
took place.
Back to NIMROD!: If we look at
the History of where all Pagan
Practices and the origin of most of
these stories of the mighty gods
come from, we will note that it
mostly all stems from the history
and life of NIMROD & his
Ancestors. Stories of deities like
the Egyptian god HORUS and RA,&
the of the Babylonian gods such as
Gilgemesh are all stories of
NIMROD himself.. If the stories of
the gods were not being
attributed to NIMROD himself they were stories of either his ancestors OR his off-spring . (NOTE: origin
of the trinity teaching and the mother of god teachings can be traced back to NIMROD as well, but we
will come back to that LATER!) Everything from The gods, the Titans, the Mighty ones of old, were
attributed to NIMROD, his ancestors and his descendents. We also can attribute the Pagan Practices of
the Spring & Winter Solstice and the Christmas tree and Ishtar aka Easter to NIMROD as well. Also
almost every modern Middle Eastern and Asian Occult practice including the Roman/Greek Pagan
Practices found in Christianity can be attributed to NIMROD as well. So the More we uncover NIMROD,
we see more than just a wanna be World Dictator as stated in Genesis chapter 11, we see a World
Dictator who is a type of Anti- MeshiYaH a.k.a Anti Christ for those of you not familiar with the term
MeshiYaH. And isn’t it funny that he just so happens to be of NEPHILIM origin?...Hmm… Is your brain
going into overtime yet?...lol
Please understand that the same issues we had in the past are the very same issues we’re still dealing
with Today because of our disobedience to our ABBA. All of these religions, occult practices and so
called legends (I say so called because these Titans did exists.) all stem from a group of beings who’s
origins were of the fallen Angel’s. ( More on that later!)

Let’s revisit a couple comments I made earlier. 1st *For all you Scripture Scholars… Aren’t these same
GIANTS who Joshua failed to destroy when YHWH told him to kill every man, woman and child?
(Remember that question?)
Well when Caleb and Joshua; Caleb being (of the house of Juda) & Joshua (of the house of
Ephraim)(HINT: WE see the 2 House Promise Here!) Put a team of spies together and came unto the
borders of Cannan, who did they Find? (Number 33:13?) None other than The Sons of Anak and the
NEPHILIM Giants! Hmm… NOTE: these sons of Anak or also known as The ANNUNAKI being spoken of
all over T.V and Internet. Isn’t it funny that every time the children of YHWH got close to their promise
they were always met with supernatural forces? And there victories always had to be supernaturally
intervened by YHWH HIMSELF? Hmm… Sound familiar?... Not getting it yet?... Well we’ll come back to it
later then!
So as the story goes YHWH gave Joshua the SUPER NATURAL VICTORY over the NEPHILIM. But Joshua
did not fully deal with these NEPHILIM and the lands they possessed!…
Now for you Scripture Scholars:…
Think about he lands that the
NEPHILIM Giants had a strong
hold over in the book of Numbers
for a sec. Then understand that,
because Joshua did not
exterminate them as YHWH
instructed, aren’t these the very
same borders that are in dispute
today? THE GOLAN HEIGHTS,
HEBRON, & THE GAZA STRIP?...
“COULD IT BE THAT THE NEPHILIM
STILL HOLD A STRONG HOLD OVER
THAT TERRITORY TODAY”?...
“COULD IT BE THAT THESE STRANGE SUPER NATURAL OCCURANCES GOING ON ALL OVER THE WORLD
ARE JUST SETTING THE STAGE FOR ANOTHER CLASH BETWEEN THE CHILDREN OF YAHSHRA’EL AND
THE NEPHILIM”?...
“COULD IT BE THAT THE PROPHECY OF THE TWO HOUSES OF YAHSHRA’EL COMING BACK TOGETHER,
IS GOING TO SPARK THE LAST STAND & CLASH BETWEEN THE HOUSE OF YAHSHRA’EL AND THE
NEPHILIM GIANTS WHO WERE NEVER DRIVEN OUT OF THE LAND BY JOSHUA AND HIS ARMY”?...
“WILL THIS BE THE BATTLE AT MIGEDO AKA ARMEGEDON”?...
Stay tuned for part four as we will tackle these issues and much more… Until next time Be Blessed in
the name of YaHuSHua Ha’ MeshiYaH, Omaine!...

